Historical Debate:  How to deal with the slave states/border states by Coy, Tommy




OVERVIEW:  The United States, at the time shortly after the opening of the Civil War at Fort Sumter, was trying to put together a force to “quash” the rebellion.  What the states also had to contend with was relations with states that were considered “border states,” buffers between the Confederacy and the United States.  The government had to figure a way to cautiously work with these states.  In Indiana and Ohio, they were directly involved with working with the state of Kentucky.  Through the dispatches between Dennison and Morton, it can be seen that they were trying to figure out ways to work with the border states.

The students will see that this was not an easy decision, from the context of those involved.  The challenge will be to put themselves into the perspective of the governors of the states of Ohio and Indiana.






OBJECTIVES:  Learners will…
	Analyze dispatches from both Gov. Morton & Gov. Dennison.
	Discuss importance of their discussion/meeting with Kentucky Governor.
	List reasons for/against meeting with Kentucky Governor at the time.
	Evaluate the impact of going and not going for both Ohio and Indiana

DESCRIPTION:
1.)	 Write.  This could be done right after the firing on Ft. Sumter.  How should the states handle relations with states who are “slave” states and might be open to secession?  Taking it from an Indiana perspective, how should they have handled relations with Kentucky?
2.)	Discuss.  What should states, like Indiana, do about their dealings and communications between them and Kentucky, a border state?  Should they cease talking because Kentucky might secede?  Allow the students to discuss that issue.
3.)	Read.  Discussion of the dispatches can now take place.  The students can either read the dispatches by themselves or they can work in pairs (which might be easier to help analyze).  The students will then see what exactly the dilemma is?  And answer the following questions:
a.	Why is Governor Morton and Governor Dennison discussing matters of border states?
b.	Why is Governor Dennison reluctant to meet with the Governor of Kentucky?
c.	Why, do you think, that Governor Morton, believes that he MUST be there?
d.	Does it show disloyalty to the government if they meet with a state that is still employing the institution of slavery?  Why or why not?
4.)	 Reason.  Have an open discussion on what side each individual student would be on.  Do they believe the governors should interact or should they wait for government in Washington to decide.  Have discussion on the issues at hand.

ASSESSMENT IDEAS:


